LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
A M Y BA R C H

Dear friends,

W

hen I left college in 2006 passionate about prison reentry, I had no idea that mass incarceration would become
a defining civil rights issue of our time. One in three Black men has a lifetime chance of incarceration, as
opposed to one in 16 white men. Nearly 600,000 people return home from prison every year. Almost two-thirds
are rearrested within three years of their release, a number that has remained persistently high for decades. Finding and
implementing effective strategies to reduce recidivism rates is more important now than ever before.
This nation’s model for delivering services to people returning home from prison is outdated and ineffective. For too
long we’ve approached failure after prison as if it was caused only by a person’s temporary separation from society, to
be solved by emergency needs services after release. The term ‘reentry services’ is almost synonymous with providing
charitable housing, identification, employment, and transportation assistance.
This approach misses the full scope of the problem and cuts short real solutions. People go into prison with a host of
issues that are separate from, but just as impactful as, the complex reentry challenges they face upon release. Individuals
cycling in and out of prison often lack critical thinking, emotional coping, and problem-solving skills. It’s common for
people in prison to have attitudes that are resistant to authority and sensitive to disrespect. They often display impulsive
and aggressive tendencies and depend on drugs and alcohol. Research shows these needs are important and relevant to
a person’s ability to reach life goals and remain free from re-incarceration.
We can no longer ignore the obvious. Reducing recidivism rates by any meaningful measure requires that we make a deeper
investment in people returning home from prison. Effective reentry solutions must address the underlying reasons why
a person went to prison in the first place, not simply respond to the problems caused by the experience of incarceration.
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The stage has been set for a renaissance in prison reentry. There is widespread public support for reform. Incarceration
rates are dropping. Sentencing guidelines are changing. More people are released from prison each year than are
sentenced to it. This is a moment in time to pioneer a new approach to prison reentry and prove that we can do so much
better if we really want to. This is Turn90’s mission.
I’ve always had a go big or go home mentality. I’m not satisfied with running an amazing program that only serves a
fraction of the people who need it. It’s critical to develop scalable programs to address the needs of people returning
home from prison in South Carolina, but also other states looking for better solutions. National aspirations prompted us
to pursue a trademark on our name, but we quickly learned of Turning Leaf’s popularity. It was a little hard to let go, but
we’re fully embracing our identity as Turn90, representing a new direction after prison.
In 2019, we set a goal to open two additional Turn90 centers in South
Carolina as part of a statewide expansion plan. Opening our Columbia
location last year in October was one of the proudest moments of my life.
It not only showed me what my team and I are capable of, but it also proved
that Turn90 is relevant, timely, and needed. The support I received to make
the dream of replication a reality is both humbling and inspiring.
But the work doesn’t stop in Columbia. Next year we open our third location
in the upstate of South Carolina. With all three sites developed, we’ll be
ready to have a formal evaluation of the program. Positive results and
lessons learned from the replication sites will position us to continue to
expand statewide and beyond.

Reducing recidivism
rates by any meaningful
measure requires that we
make a deeper investment
in people returning home
from prison.

As we head into a new year, I feel inspired. I have the privilege of serving men out of prison on terms I’m proud of. I
marvel at my good luck. We’re living in a historical moment ready for criminal justice reform, and I spent the last decade
designing a solution. I’m grateful every day. Dozens of people have thrown their life’s lot in with mine, and hundreds more
have given time, money, and support to help us keep moving forward. Thousands more cheer from the sidelines. But
most of all, I stay focused on the belief that we can do better and I just keep going.
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You ultimately judge the civility of a society not by how it treats the rich,
the powerful, the protected and the highly esteemed, but by how it treats
the poor, the disfavored and the disadvantaged.
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— Bryan Stevenson, Equal Justice Institute

OUR FOCUS

We work with men who have significant barriers to success after prison.
The Men of Turn90:
• Are highly likely to be rearrested
• Have no GED or high school degree
• Have no sustained employment history
• Living in chronic cycles of incarceration
• Lack pro-social support networks

Statistics:
• 90% were incarcerated as a juvenile
• 92% are on probation or parole
• 93% didn’t graduate from high school
• 50% had a family member who was incarcerated
• 38% served more than 10 years in prison

A Pioneering Approach
PEOPLE OUT OF PRISON NEED AN INVESTMENT IN THEIR FUTURE.

W

e make a deep investment in each man who walks through our doors, going far beyond typical
reentry services that only focus on emergency needs. Using an evidence-informed approach,
Turn90 combines individualized support, access to immediate employment, daily classes to develop
new thinking, coping, and problem-solving skills, and job placement when a person is stable enough
to take the next step.

Turn90’s
Intervention Model

1

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL CLASSES

Participants engage in over 150 hours of
cognitive behavioral classes taught by
staff who are also program graduates. The
classes teach new ways of thinking and alter
behaviors supportive of criminal lifestyles to
create transformative and lasting change.
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TRANSITIONAL WORK

Employment in the Turn90 Print
Shop gives a person just out of
prison access to legal income
and a safe place to put into
action skills they learn in the
classroom. Hourly pay starts at
$12/hour, almost $5 over state
minimum wage.

3

CASE MANAGEMENT

Regular case management sessions
address emergency needs like
identification, housing, food
instability, and transportation, as
well as individualized support with
navigating family relationships and
securing consistent medical care.

4

JOB PLACEMENT

Graduates are placed into
a permanent job with a
competitive wage, benefits,
and opportunities for growth
to provide economic stability.
Turn90 staff ensures a smooth
transition into a new career and
provides continued advice and
support.
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To ensure the program is
being delivered by the most
credible of messengers,
since 2017 we’ve hired
four graduates to staff
program roles, including the
Classroom Facilitator and
Print Shop Floor Manager in
both Charleston and Turn90’s
new Columbia location.

38%

of full-time Turn90
staff members are
program graduates.
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A Scientifically Proven Model
THE PROGRAM HAS GONE THROUGH YEARS OF
TESTING TO OPTIMIZE RESULTS.
The concept of evidence-based practices (EBP) in the field of reentry
emerged to describe the practices that have been proven by the most
rigorous research to significantly reduce recidivism. Three principles,
Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR), became the core EBP used around the
world as a basis for rehabilitation. Today the RNR model remains the
only empirically validated guide for criminal justice interventions.
RISK
PRINCIPLE

NEED
PRINCIPLE

RESPOSIVITY
PRINCIPLE

Who to target
people at a
moderate to
high-risk of
re-offending

What to target
needs associated
with the
likelihood of
recidivism

How to target
use cognitive
behavioral
interventions

What needs are associated
with recidivism that can be
changed?
Thinking, attitudes, and values
supportive of crime; associating
with people who participate in
criminal behavior; lacking
emotional coping and problemsolving skills; certain personality
and temperament factors such
as aggression and impulsivity;
drug or alcohol abuse; poor
performance and/or limited
engagement with school or work.
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Well-crafted and well-implemented
programs can reduce recidivism by
up to 35%.
James Bonta and D.A. Andrews, “Risk-NeedResponsivity Model for Offender Reassessment
and Rehabilitation, 2007-06.”

Every $1 spent on delivering CBT
to justice-involved adults yields a
savings of $6.31 in avoided criminal
justice and associated healthcare
costs, with a 97% likelihood that
its benefits will exceed the cost of
providing the service.
Washington State Institute of Public Policy

Transformative Skills

C

ognitive behavioral classes teach people to identify
and manage thoughts that contribute to emotional
problems, altering their behavior in the process. It
is the most effective research-tested strategy to change
criminal behavior.
Not only are Turn90 participants in cognitive behavioral
classes every day, but on-site transitional employment in
the Turn90 Print Shop gives staff numerous opportunities
to reinforce concepts outside of the classroom and
demonstrate their application in the real world.

I use skill five, Deciding to be Responsible, daily. It always
comes down to that one decision. Deciding to do the right
thing might be a little harder, but in the end, it’s going to pay
off. I can see that now. —Rigg, 2021 graduate
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25

GRADUATES
PLACED

in career-path jobs

63

MEN HIRED

for transitional
employment in
our Print Shop

895
HOURS TAUGHT
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of cognitive
behavioral classes
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Vision Into Reality
TURN90 OPENED IN COLUMBIA, SC.

I

n 2021 we achieved the first major goal in our expansion throughout
South Carolina. On a sunny October morning, we opened the doors
and cut the ribbon at Turn90 Columbia. Governor Henry McMaster
provided keynote remarks alongside State Representatives Kambrell
Garvin and Todd Rutherford and Columbia Mayor Steve Benjamin.
Opening a second location doubles our capacity to provide reentry
services to men coming home from prison. It also demonstrates that
Turn90 is a scalable reentry solution and was a huge milestone to
becoming a nationally-recognized prison reentry program.
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• Opened a second location in
Columbia, South Carolina
• Expanded staff from six to 12
• Hired three program graduates
to the full-time staff
• Doubled our capacity to serve
men returning home from prison

Making a Difference in Lives
Least Likely to Succeed
TURN90 INCREASES JOB RETENTION AND
REDUCES REARRESTS.
Recidivism rates for program graduates remain far below the
national average of 62%. Only 22% of Turn90 graduates are ever
rearrested for any reason. We have a 78% success rate at keeping
men from returning to a criminal lifestyle after prison.

2021 Turn90 Graduates:
91%

remained employed at their
initial job placement for at least 60 days

88% retained employment for 180 days or more
Program graduates stay at their career jobs,
moving their new lives in a new direction after prison.

No 2021
graduates have
been rearrested
Return to
prison
rate of 1%
10 out of 11
graduates
remained on the
job for at least
60 days
in 2021
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Turn90 helps men at the highest
risk of being rearrested find
a new direction for life after
prison. Kudos to its visionary
leader, Amy Barch, and her
entire team for finding the magic
combination that is changing
lives across the State of South
Carolina. Turn90 is saving
taxpayers money and making
communities safer.
—South Carolina
State Representative,
Kambrell Garvin
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Expanding Statewide

H

NEXT STOP: UPSTATE SOUTH CAROLINA, 2023

Upstate
2023

Turn90 is on a mission to become a nationally-recognized,
evidence-based prison reentry program. The first in our country.
We’re out to prove that Turn90 can be replicated and scaled
across the state and beyond.

HColumbia
Charleston

In 2021, we launched a $3.2 million fundraising campaign to open two
additional Turn90 Centers in the state. With over 60% of our campaign goal
raised, we took our first leap towards statewide expansion when we opened
Turn90 Columbia. This replication was maybe the hardest step we’ll ever take.

H

But it’s just the beginning. We’ll open our third
location in upstate South Carolina in 2023.
It’s a pivotal point for Turn90, South Carolina, and criminal justice
reform in our country. We truly believe South Carolina can and will
be a leader in developing a permanent solution to persistently
high rates of re-incarceration in our country.

We’re out to prove Turn90
can be replicated and
scaled across the state
and beyond.
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Thank you 2021 Donors
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our donor list.
Please inform us of any errors by emailing amy@turnninety.com

Benefactor $25,000+

Partner $5,000 - $9,999

Rusty Bennett
Bill Finn
Patrick Ilderton
Mark Joye
Elizabeth Morton and
Graham Keenan
The Boeing Company

Jessica and Todd Aaron
Tracy and David Clifford
Bob Graham
Susan Heath
Nancy and Ed Norberg
Hal Stevenson
AstenJohnson
Avila University
Coastal Community Foundation
Hodges Family Charitable Trust
Walker Gressette Freeman
and Linton, LLC

Sustainer $10,000 - $24,999
Stuart Andrews
Thomas Griffin
Luis de Luzuriaga
Ronda Muir
John and Julia Royall
Fred Thompson
Darla Moore Foundation
Nexsen Pruet, LLC
Serving USA
The Blackbaud Giving Fund

Sponsor $1,000 - $4,999
Elizabeth Amory
Betty & Brady Anderson
Janet and Joshua Bates

Fletcher Bowden
Judith Bruce
Marc and Marnie Chardon
Stephen Dickson
Marilyn Hansotia
John and Kate Huey
Charles Knowlton
Elizabeth Luzuriaga
Frank McCann
Herbert McGuire
Gail Milliken
M. Hayes Mizell
Gregory Mullen
Martha Rhodes
John Selhorst
Patricia Shannon
Genna Shelnutt
Herb Silverman and
Sharon Fratepietro
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2021 Turn90 Donors

Henry and Susan Smythe
Sean & Bridget Sykes
Jonathan Taylor
Amy Vaz
Cynthia Washington Williams,
LPC. NCC
Marc Williams
Charleston County Bar Association
Magnolia Plantation Foundation
Skaggs Family Foundation
The Adele A. & Harold J.
Westbrook Foundation
The Gift Today
The Steinberg Law Firm
Vapor Apparel

Patron $500 - $999
Stacey Atkinson
Emil Berglind
Nancy Bloodgood
Sally and Frank Brown
Andrea Clements
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Alison Dailey
Joe & Darla Davis
Barbara Fowler
Richard and Belinda Gergel
Megan Kilb
Bonnie and Steve Knox
Susannah and Blan Knox
Bridget Laird
Nicole LaRose
Penelope Leighton
Pamela Levy
Kelly Mote
Matthew Pardieck
Suzanne Ravenel
John Wilson
Henry Zettler
Baird Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America
Charitable Gift Fund
Bethel UMC
Charleston Federal Court Staff
Kansas City Chamber of Commerce
Raymond James
Charitable Foundation

Friends $1 - $499
Andrew Abrams
Mark and Jennifer Allen
Brian Amery
Richard Amory
Gina Balducci
James and Marlisa Bannister
Phyllis Barber
Casey Barnett
Martha Beck

2021 Turn90 Donors

Friends $1 - $499 Continued

Gordon and Kathleen Bell
Drs. Myron and Linda Bell
Kelsey Bishop
Gabrielle Bonaparte
Allison Bond
Peter and Heather Boneparth
Jessica Boylston
Marian Bramante
Sarah Brantley

Steven and Karen Brody
Jeremy Brollier
Graham and Sandra Brooks
Katherine Brooks
Daniel and Karen Burger
James and Erin Burgoyne
Dan and Jan Burleigh
Luigi and Eileen Canali
Benjamin Cauthen
Jonathan and Holly Centurino
Jocelyn Chabot
Barbara Clawson
Angelyne E. Cooper
Anne Cotton
Kay Crnkovich
James and Mary Jane Cronin
Kathleen Crossetti
Andrea and Niklas Derungs
George and Janet Desko
Michael and Toula Digiovanni
Judy and Rush Dixon

Jessica Drury
Linda Dunovant
Julia Dyson
Kimberly Eads
Bradley & Joan Eden
Joel and Margaret Eisemann
Amy Everett
William Felts
Steven and Robyn Fisher
Richard and Marjorie Fleming
Gerald and Alison Frey
Bernard and Marcia Fulk
Jill Fuson
Jill Galloway
Beth Garrett
Rachel Garrison
Marsha Gewirtzman
Sandra Goodwin
Michael and Cynthia Greene
Gordon and Gretchen Gross
Wayne and Maggie Grzecki
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2021 Turn90 Donors

Friends $1 - $499 Continued

Edward and Diane Guylas
Michael and Elinor Guzniczak
Nancy Hadley
Donn Hall
Peggy Hampton
Nikki Hardin
Emily Harrill
Kay Haun
Paul and Joanne Hennessy
Heidi Herman
Scott Hill
Heath Hoffman
Friends $1 - $499 Continued

Steven and Janice Howard
Lisa Hunter
Lisa Imbler
Elana Jenkins
Pamela Keefe
Gerald and Bonnie Kelly
Jane Key
Hal Kingsland
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Bernard and Theresa Kirol
Alden Knowlton
Jack and Kathy Kopinsky
James and Kimball Kraus
Paul and Christina Krause
Stephen and Joyce Lamb
William and Jacquelynne
Lanham
Laurie Larsen
Cara Levy
Carol Libby
Rodney Lopez
Margaret Macauley
Lisa Marin
Jim and Pat Marino
Richard and Catherine Markee
Diana Marsh
Jane Marshall
Meredith Mathews
Paige Mathias
Kaitie May
Mary Beth McAnaney

Thomas and Barbara McDuffie
Jackie McGee
Jennifer Melton
Jorge and Lisa Milo
Steven Moon
Sandy Morckel
Elizabeth Morrison
Jane Mougey
Stephen Muron
John Myers

2021 Turn90 Donors

Lori Neid
Amy Anna Norm
Joseph and Joyce Nothwang
Neda Nussbaum
Victor and Patricia Orler
Morolake Oyedepo
Don and Sheila Patch
Douglas and Terri Pauls
Susan Postell
Kristina Poudrier
Lisa Quadrini
Joseph and Elizabeth Rae
Eva Ravenel, TTEE
Katie Reams
David and Karen Ruef
Eileen Rice
Susan Rosen
Brandon and Alexandria Russell
David and Kelly Sach
Shirley Salvo
Hal Currey and Peggy Schachte

John Schmidt
Joseph and Barbara Schmidt
William and
Maryanne Schuler
Janet Schutz
Deborah Scott
Katherine Scott
Stuart and Jean Serenbetz
Leslie Simmons
Gary Smith
Jessica Smith
Kyle J Smith
Starr and Philip Snead
Annie Steele
Lee Anne Taylor
Elizabeth Temple
Suzanne Tibbets
Barbara Tuttle
John and Heather Walpole
Robert and Kristen Ward
Bradish Waring
Patricia Wert

Charles West
Spencer Wetmore
Edward and Vera Wile
Sierra Williams
Sean Wilson
Whitlow and Linda Wyatt
Daniel and
Beth Anne Zampino
Sierra Zardus
Kimberly Zorniger
Aubergine Home Collection
Central Carolina
Community Foundation
Ecumenical Church of
Christ Worldwide
Erika Tebbens Consulting
L-J Holding Inc.
The Medical Spa at Kiawah
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Board of Directors
William Finn, Chair
Russell Bennett, Vice-Chair
Nancy Bloodgood, Secretary
Tracy Clifford, Treasurer
Stuart Andrews
Tim Askins
Reggie Burgess
Kenny Gardner
Thomas Griffin
Patrick Ilderton
Susannah Knox
Bridget Laird
Ronda Muir
Paul Thurmond

For more information or to
schedule a tour, contact Founder &
Executive Director, Amy Barch:

Community Support From:
City of Charleston Mayor’s Office
City of North Charleston Mayor’s Office
City of Columbia Mayor’s Office
City of Charleston Police Department
City of North Charleston Police Department
City of Columbia Police Department
Charleston County Sheriff’s Department
Richland County Sheriff’s Department
SC Dept. of Corrections
SC Dept. of Probation, Pardon & Parole
U.S. Probation
Charleston County Solicitor’s Office
Richland County Solicitor’s Office
Charleston City Council
Columbia City Council
Charleston County Council
Richland County Council
U.S. District Judges
Charleston County Public Defender’s Office
Richland County Public Defender’s Office

(843) 847-1089

amy@turnninety.com

